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ABSTRACT

This report intended to show the effectiveness of material handling in mining

industry where BGML was used as the case for this study. The reason which led to

this study was the history of other organizations within the mining industry invested

a lot in good equipments but were not operated efficiently and effectively thus

caused loss to their firms. Different theoretical and empirical literatures show that

without efficient and effective operating handling systems a firm can undergo

financial consequences.

The purpose of this study was to investigate on how material handling systems have

been applied at BGML, and also to identify factors hindering material handling

systems, strengths and weakness and finally to recommend ways of improving

handling systems to BGML - Bulyanhulu.

This study was conducted on case studying method where BGML was taken as the

case.  This studied sample had 25 staff chosen from 600 staff. The sample elements

were selected randomly and purposely so as to achieve the concept of reliability and

validity of data. This study used both primary and secondary data, collection

methods included; observations, questionnaire, review of reports, text books and

periodicals.

The research findings were presented in tabular forms and graphs. Data were

analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively e.g. the use of percentages and explanations

with the support of reviewed literatures along the given specific objectives and their

corresponding questions provided in the questionnaire. This assisted in ascertaining

the reality of findings, which also concluded basing on generalization context.

Finally this report gives conclusion on analyzed findings is given based on majority

of findings from which about 80% of responses recommended on the effectiveness of

the material handling systems at BGML and finally recommendations on what are to

be done by BGML to improve its material handling systems were given.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.1 Introduction

This research report mainly dealt with the assessment of effectiveness of material

handling in mining industry and basically Bulyanhulu Gold Mine Ltd (BGML)

which has been taken as a case study (BGML) which has been taken as a case study.

BGML is located in Kahama district in Shinyanga region.

According to Saxena, Material handling is the art science involving the moving,

packaging, storing of substance in any form.

Types of material to be handled are Raw material, finished goods, finished parts and

unfinished goods. The effectiveness can be shown in different matters, such as;

Inspection, Issuing, Stock taking, Stock recording and Receiving

Under inspection the verification can be done physically or by going through the

documents received. By doing so there is certificate to be issued before GRN.

i. The certificate includes;

ii. Material\items descriptions

iii. Supplier’s name

iv. Date received

v. Conformity with the specifications

vi. Discrepancies

vii. Comments

viii. Expert end user’s signature

ix. Store officer signature

x. Head of department

xi. ISO 9001-2000 supports the inspection.

Stock taking is the accountability, it is not right to place the responsibility for the

checking stores against records upon any person or department whose duty include

the handling of stock or the keeping of stock records.
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If the rule is broken then there is impartially of stock taker is called into doubt and

that is ineffectiveness of material handling.

This function covers the recording of physical stock balance and various

transactions, which affects the balance. When balancing the transaction is where the

effectiveness is seen. Under receiving the goods must be supported by delivery note

and GRN

1.2 Statement of the problem

Regardless of the importance of materials handling in an organization and rapid

development of technology in the vicinity of material handling, most organization

still are not succeeding to effectively and efficiently utilize the potential invested in

well developed material handling activities in  both equipments and process so as to

avoid the associated problems in manual material handling. Material handling relates

to the movement, storage, control and protection of materials, goods and products

through the process of manufacturing, distribution consumption and disposal. In this

there are elements such motion, time, place, quantity and space which need be

considered.

It has been noted inefficiencies in applying effective material handling system in

many organizations despite of the availability of the laid down procedures for

running the material handling functions. Many of the organizations whether private

or public have poor handling system procedures, insufficient number of

professionals, lack of transport and equipment, lack of seriousness from the

management, lack of training programmes poor applications of the material handling

procedures, unsound financial position, and inefficiency of the working force. The

following are some of the problems which may face different mining industries due

to lack of effectiveness of material handling; Accident

i. Stoppage of production

ii. Production loss

iii. Fatality

iv. Environmental pollution
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Therefore this research intends to identify the state of material handling at ABG

looking at whether the organization does planning, standardization as well as the

technological consideration in the whole process of material handling during

inspection, storing and issuing of goods.

1.3 Objectives of the study

The study has both general objective and specific objectives. The general objective

or main objective of this study was to find out how Effectiveness of Material

handling is being applied by ABG- Bulyanhulu

1.3.1 Specific objectives

The study was guarded by the following specific objectives:-

i. To study how the principle of material handling applied by Barrick-

Bulyanhulu Gold Mine.

ii. To find out or investigate factor hindering efficiency of materials handling.

iii. . To identify the weaknesses if any in the current system of material handling

and suggest the ways to improve the same.

iv. To suggest ways of rectify the problem.

1.4 Research questions

The study sought to find answers for the following questions:-

i. What was the principle used by ABG to ensure the effectiveness of material

handling?

ii. What was the objective of effectiveness of material handling?

iii. What were the factors that make the organization fail to adopt the

effectiveness of material handling?
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1.5 Significance of the study

In general, the importance of any study work is either for acquisition or addition of

new knowledge or problem solving. This study therefore has the following

importance:

i. The findings from this study may help the organization to indicate whether

material handlings are being handled efficiently and effectively.

ii. The study was to provide insight into further research needs in this study

area.

iii. The study was helping the researcher to gain new knowledge on material

handling and its application.

iv. The findings and recommendations in this study could help the Mining

industry to examine the existing material handling systems and procedures

for the purpose of improving it.

1.6 Limitation of the study

In the course of this study the researcher probably encountered by the following

limitations. The study was conducted in only one mine site that Bulyanhulu Gold

Mine as a case study. Therefore the study could be limited by the following

limitations or Problems

Time factor

It was anticipated that the time for the study may not be enough to carry out intensive

and extensive study since some of the information is not easily and quickly available.

Therefore the researcher used extra time; weekends so as to be able to collect,

analyze and interpreted the collected data.

Data confidentiality

Most of organizations hesitate on the provision of their data, so they may not provide

adequate and sufficient data. Therefore, the researcher had to assure the management

that data that would be provided will be used for research purpose only, and will not

be disclosed to anyone not involved in this study.
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Lack of enough funds

The funds provided is not enough to meet all expenses during the study like transport

cost, meal allowance, photocopies and stationeries expenses. Hence the researcher

conducted the study in accordance with the fund provided by the sponsor and the

researcher own fund.

1.7 Delimitations of the study

This study covered areas with activities involving material handling such as

inventory section, receiving and issuing sections at the Barrick Mines Sites specific

case study Bulyanhulu Gold Mine Kahama Region Office. The study excluded

activities which do not involve machines as handling equipments such as manual

trolley, but specifically investigate the level of technology invested in material

handling tools such as Fork lift trucks, Order packing trucks, Tug and tractors

Straddle carriers and Crane units. The researcher is also delimited in terms of time.

Time constraint may influence the outcome of a study if not well managed.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter attempts to define the various concepts of the subject matter, reviewed

both theoretical and empirical studies conducted by other researchers within similar

context. Conceptual framework of this study and the research gaps are also given.

2.2 Background of the ABG/BGML

2.2.1 About African Barrick Gold

ABG is Tanzania’s largest gold producer and one of the five largest gold producers

in Africa. We have four producing mines, all located in North West Tanzania

(Bulyanhulu, Buzwagi, North Mara and Tulawaka), and several exploration projects

at various stages of development. With a high-quality asset base, solid growth

opportunities and a clear strategy, we have the objective of increasing our existing

production to one million ounces per year by 2014.

Abg- Offices

Headquarters: London, UK

Corporate headquarters in London is the base for ABG’s Executive Directors and

other members of the Senior Leadership Team. This includes the General Counsel

and the Head of Corporate Development and Investor Relations.

Regional Office: Johannesburg, South Africa

Regional base in Johannesburg hosts our administrative, finance, human resources

and procurement functions as well as a number of technical services for our

operations.
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Regional Office: Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

This office serves as the primary interface with the government, and is the logistics

base providing local support to our operations. Other functions located here include

community relations and a number of technical services

i. has current production in excess of 700,000 ounces of gold

ii. aims to reach annual production of one million ounces of gold by 2014

iii. Is listed on the Main Market of the London Stock Exchange.

The largest gold producer in Tanzania

In the space of just a decade we have become Tanzania’s leading gold producer.

Across the whole of Africa we rank as a Top 5 producer.

We have four producing mines, all located in the north of Tanzania, together with

several exploration projects at various stages of development

Aim to achieve this by:

i. driving operating efficiencies to optimize production from our existing asset

base;

ii. growing through near mine expansion and development of advanced-stage

projects; and
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iii. Organic greenfield growth and acquisitions in Africa.

Maintaining our license to operate through acting responsibly in relation to our

people, the environment and the communities in which we operate is central to

achieving our objectives.

ABG is a UK public company with its headquarters in London. We are listed on the

Main Market of the London Stock Exchange under the symbol ABG. Historically

and prior to our initial public offering (IPO), our operations comprised the Tanzanian

gold mining business of Barrick Gold Corporation (Barrick), our majority

shareholder.

2.2.2 BGML

The Bulyanhulu gold mine is located in North West Tanzania, in the Kahama district

of the Shinyanga region, approximately 55 kilometres south of Lake Victoria and

approximately 150 kilometres south west of the city of Mwanza, a regional business

and economic hub.

Figure 2.1: Map of Tanzania
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The Bulyanhulu process plant has the capacity to process an average of

approximately 3,300 tonnes of ore per day (approximately 1.1 million tonnes per

year) operating 24 hours a day on a 365 day per year basis.

2.2.2.1 Bulyanhulu mine overview

The Bulyanhulu gold mine is located in North West Tanzania, in the Kahama district

of the Shinyanga region, approximately 55 kilometres south of Lake Victoria and

approximately 150 kilometres south west of the city of Mwanza, a regional business

and economic hub.

Site access is good with a private airport and local unpaved roads connecting to the

main highway close to Kahama. The average annual temperatures range between 15°

and 35°C. Average annual rainfall in the region is 953mm.

The mine consists of an underground mine, a process plant, waste rock dumps,

tailings containment, water management ponds and associated facilities. The mine is

an underground trackless operation using long-hole as its principal stoping method,

and it is transitioning towards narrow-vein conventional mining as its principal

mining method. As at 31 December 2010, a total of 2,940 individuals were employed

at Bulyanhulu, consisting of 2,437 Group employees and 503 contracted personnel.

Bulyanhulu is a narrow-vein gold mine containing gold, silver and copper

mineralisation in sulphides. Mineralisation of Bulyanhulu is associated with steeply-

dipping reefs. To date a number of distinct reefs have been identified including Reef

Zero, Reef One and Reef Two.

Bulyanhulu’s life-of-mine is currently estimated to be in excess of 25 years, based on

its proven and probable gold reserves of 11,026,000 ounces.

The Bulyanhulu Underground Training Centre

Managing growth brings many demands – not least, the need for a larger skilled

workforce.
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As the Bulyanhulu mine heads towards increasing its production, the mining team

has recruited a number of highly skilled trainers. Their training centre: a converted

space from the mined-out 4700 level which serves as an underground mining school.

An ideal underground environment

The space is a major asset because:

a) It contains areas for classroom lectures as well as practical skills.

b) It offers a genuine environment without the added pressure of being in a

production area.

c) The next phase will focus on production, where students can experience ‘real’

working conditions away from actual production environments.

Carrying out a skills-gap assessment on all underground employees. They will

undergo training to ensure we have the skills required for the opportunities ahead.

During 2010, the centre trained 2,210 new or existing employees.

The North Mara grid-connection project

Diesel-generated power costs considerably more than electricity from the national

grid. In late October 2006, North Mara gold mine opened talks with TANESCO,

Tanzania’s national power utility, on the feasibility of connecting to the electricity

grid.

The scope of work involved:

a) installing 88 km of 132kV overhead power line from the Musoma substation

to Nyamongo

b) constructing a new substation at Nyamongo and modifications to existing

substations

c) Relocating a number of static variable compensators and upgrading capacitor

banks in what was known as the ‘Grid Stability Project’.

The project ran from January 2008 to September 2009, with capital investment

running at around US$40 million. Since 2010 the mine has benefited significantly

from the project’s outcome, thanks to its reduced reliance on diesel-generated power.
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Expanding through near-mine projects

Developed a significant infrastructure at our existing mines and aim to maximise

this investment. Examples include:

a) developing underground operations at the Gokona and Nyabigena pits

following highgrade success at North Mara

b) extending the mine life at Tulawaka through the underground extension in the

East Zone

North Mara Underground

ABG is investigating the potential for an underground mine at North Mara.

This would allow us to access a resource that is currently outside the final planned

limits of the open pits. It would also enable simultaneous underground and open pit

mining, improving our production profile and increasing the life of the mine.

Positive early signs

Initial work at Gokona has been encouraging.

a) Announced an initial high-grade mineral resource in December 2010.

b) There may be potential to develop a substantial underground operation at the

Gokona and Nyabigena deposits with an attractive grade profile.

c) Currently drilling out the resource with the aim of expanding the declared

resource to one million ounces.

Tulawaka extension

Tulawaka began open pit operations in 2005 with a declared reserve of 546,000

ounces. However, it had produced 808,000 ounces up until the end of December

2010.

In 2009, open pit mining ceased and underground mining began, exploiting the

deeper extent of the ore body while supplementing production with surface

stockpiles. Although originally due to cease in 2011, underground resource

delineation drilling has resulted in an initial mine life extension into the second

quarter of 2012.
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Further possibilities

Drilling programmes also point to the potential of restarting open pit mining from the

West pit extension. No additional permitting would be required and we are assessing

its viability. We are also drilling below current resource areas with a view to

assessing the continuity of the ore body at depth and further extending the mine life.

Growing through opportunities and acquisitions

Abg committed to growth, both in Tanzania and by becoming a truly pan-African

player. Focus includes:

a) prospecting for future growth along the Gokona Corridor, at the Nyanzaga

projects and elsewhere within our extensive land package in Tanzania

b) Pursuing acquisition opportunities elsewhere within the African gold mining

industry.

Gokona Corridor

A group of 57 prospecting licences surround the North Mara operation,

encompassing approximately 691 square kilometres of highly prospective Archaean

geology. ABG controls the majority of this prospective greenstone belt, with most

licences owned 100% by members of the Group. Currently, the top priority target in

the region is the 15 kilometre long Gokona Corridor that straddles the Gokona and

Nyabigena gold deposits and which is interpreted to extend some five to six

kilometres to the North West and nine to ten kilometres to the south east of the open

pits. Other targets in the North Mara project include the Komarera trend four

kilometres south east of the Nyabirama open pit and, more regionally, the Dett and

Surubu prospects some 45 kilometres west of the North Mara operation.

ABG believes that the North Mara District, particularly the Gokona Corridor, is one

of the most highly prospective exploration areas in its current portfolio and that the

region could eventually add significantly to the existing North Mara resource base.

The Company has plans to expand the 2010 reverse circulation scout drilling

programme on the Gokona Corridor and infill reverse circulation and diamond core

drilling by July 2011.
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To date, reverse circulation scout drilling has identified favourable rock types,

alteration and some gold anomalism in limited drilling. This is very encouraging for

what has initially been a broad-spaced reconnaissance programme. Drilling in 2011

will continue to target extensions to the existing Gokona-Nyabigena mineralised

system, with the objective of locating new high-grade gold deposits within trucking

distance of the North Mara plant. These programmes will run in conjunction with the

programme being undertaken by North Mara mine to add and convert resources in

the Gokona and Nyabigena underground areas.

12,000 Metres of drilling planned for 2011.

Nyanzaga

The acquisition of Tusker Gold in the first half of 2010 resulted in ABG gaining

100% control of the Nyanzaga project, which hosts the Tusker and Kilimani gold

deposits as well as several other exploration targets. The Nyanzaga project covers

some 353 square kilometres of prospective Archaean greenstone geology and lies

approximately 35 kilometres north east of ABG’s Bulyanhulu gold mine. Previous

resource estimates by Tusker Gold and Sub Sahara Resources NL reported inferred

resources of approximately four million ounces for Tusker and Kilimani projects

(although ABG has so far only recognised a resource of 963,000 ounces). The Tusker

and Kilimani gold deposits and the surrounding exploration targets together represent

an opportunity to add significantly to the Company’s resource base, with the

potential to contribute substantially to annual production in the medium to long term.

The Company is presently continuing step-out and infill resource drilling on the

Tusker and Kilimani deposits along with scout exploration drill programmes across

various geophysical and geochemical targets within the project. In late 2010, our

drilling on the Tusker resource area identified additional nearsurface mineralisation

on the northern end of the resource and new zones of broad, higher-grade

mineralisation on the southern end of the resource. These intercepts indicate the

potential to identify broad, higher-grade zones within the very large Tusker gold

deposit, and the current drill programmes are specifically aimed at extending these

newly-identified zones.
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The Company plans to drill more than 50,000 metres of resource definition and

exploration drilling across the Nyanzaga property in 2011. These drill programmes

are focused on identifying additional gold deposits and satellite ore sources that

could enhance the economics of any operation established on the Nyanzaga project.

We also aim to initiate a scoping study later in 2011 as we gain a greater

understanding of the mineralization in this area.

2.2.2.2 Operating performance

Bulyanhulu delivered solid results in 2010, hitting key production targets for the

year. Gold production for the year was 259,873 ounces, 4% higher than the prior year

period’s total of 248,991 ounces mainly due to the higher-grade ore mined in 2010.

Gold ounces sold for the year were 262,442 ounces, which was 1% higher than the

production figure and also 3% higher than 2009. The difference in sales was due to

selling all unsold gold concentrate from the previous year, bringing the year-end

finished gold inventories back to normalised levels, combined with an increase in the

production base of 10,882 ounces.

Cash costs for the year of US$539 per ounce sold were 17% lower than the prior year

of US$651. This was primarily a result of our improved production base and

increased co-product revenue, which was driven by increased copper prices. Other

contributing factors include improved cost-management measures, with lower

consumables costs, lower maintenance cost due to investments made in new mining

equipment, and a decrease in contracted services costs as a result of in sourcing

Alimak mining activities. The cost benefits of these measures were partially offset

with an increase in labour costs due to increased headcount and inflationary pressure.

Cash costs per tonne milled fell to US$148 in 2010 (US$173 in 2009) as a result of

mining cost reductions and increased copper revenues.

Capital expenditure for the year of US$80.5 million was 35% higher than the prior

year of US$59.6 million. This was mainly driven by a number of investments made

in the underground mine and surface infrastructure. Notable investments included the
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new refrigeration plant, the shaft dewatering system, the underground workshop and

additional mining equipment.

1.1.2.3 Vision

To be the world's best gold company by finding, acquiring, developing and

producing quality reserves in a safe, profitable and socially responsible manner.

1.1.2.4 SCM Mission Statement

Barrick’s SCM philosophy is to develop strategic relationships with Barrick’s

suppliers based on the principles of healthy competition, lowest total cost of

ownership, continuous improvement and a mutual focus on health, safety and the

environment.

All Barrick Supply Chain employees are responsible for conducting their business in

accordance with all applicable laws, rules and regulations and high ethical standards,

protecting Barrick’s reputation, and developing and maintaining good relations with

our suppliers. Supply Chain employees represent Barrick and have an obligation to

act in the best interests of Barrick in their dealings with suppliers. All contacts with

suppliers must be fair, open, honest and ethical. Barrick Supply Chain employees

must respect confidentiality, intellectual property and ownership of data.

Barrick Core Values

As we conduct our business around the world, we have always been guided by our

commitment to responsible behavior. In practice, this translates into bringing long-

term benefits to the communities where we operate, and fostering a culture of

excellence and collaboration among our employees. By upholding the Barrick Core

Values in everything we do, we open up opportunities to earn the trust of our

stakeholders and to create shared value.

Behave Like an Owner

We accept accountability for our actions and results. We treat the Company’s assets

as our own. We are entrepreneurial and look for opportunities to grow our business.
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We act with integrity, operating within the letter and spirit of the law and Barrick’s

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics.

Act with a Sense of Urgency

We are decisive, take initiative and make tough decisions when necessary. We set

priorities and act on them.

Be a Team Player

We work safely at all times. We respect our colleagues and those we interact with

outside our organization. We listen to others for understanding and we ask for help.

We build trust and celebrate our successes. We help others improve their

effectiveness. We promote confidence and trust in each other’s capabilities.

Continually Improve

We are always committed to improvement. We build on good ideas, learn from our

mistakes and challenge the status quo. We think outside of the box and have a desire

to succeed and add value to our work.

Deliver Results

We have a clear vision of where we’re going and the plan to get there. We focus our

resources to achieve our objectives Barrick is the gold industry leader, with a

portfolio of 26 operating mines and advanced exploration and development projects

located across five continents, and large land positions on some of the world’s most

prolific and prospective mineral trends. The Company also has the largest reserves in

the gold industry, with about 140 million ounces of proven and probable gold

reserves1. In addition, Barrick has 6.5 billion pounds of copper reserves and 1.07

billion ounces of silver contained within gold reserves1 as of December 31, 2010. In

July, 2011, Barrick acquired Equinox Minerals which adds a further 4.5 billion

pounds of copper reserves from the Lumwana mine and 1.2 billion pounds of copper

reserves from the Jabal Sayid project2.
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2.3. Theoretical Literature Review

2.3.1 Conceptual definitions

Storage

Is the place where material or goods are kept according to their condition and

requirement needed to keep its safe

Material handling

Is the art science involving the moving, packaging, storing of substance in any form.

Maintenance

Is the reason for maintaining equipment is primarily to keep it available for use at

specified level of performance, during specified time and in a safe condition.

Mechanical handling

Is the material handling, which is done using power. The power-operated equipment

is therefore used.

Figure 2.2: Mechanical Handling Equipment

Manual handling’ this is being conducted by hand. This is the natural way of

handling anything, which is not too heavy.
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2.3.2 Material handling

According to Saxena (2003)1, Material handling system is the one of the importance

factor needed to be considered during the organization operations. Because it

involving the moving, packaging Storing of substance in any form. Various types of

materials are stored in the ware housing. Each material has it own characteristics.

According to Burton (1999), stock tacking and recording is among the essential

issues under effectiveness of material handling. Impartial of doing so will cause a

huge and unimaginable loss to the organization. In the book of effective warehouse

the misuse of equipment were instead to be prevented skill in operation and to fall

rules existed.

3.3 Principles of material handling

According to Gopalakrishman (1990) in handling of materials there are some

principles to be considered as follows;

 Orientation principle, Planning principle, Systems principle, Unit load

principle, Space utilization principle, Standardization principle, Ergonomic principle,

Energy principle, Ecology principle, Mechanization principle, Flexibility principle,

Simplification principle, Gravity principle, Safety principle, Computerization

principle, System flow principle, Layout principle, Cost principle, Maintenance

principle Obsolesce principle

2.3.4. Storage system

Selecting the appropriate storage system for an application involves matching storage

and throughput requirement to the equipment characteristics, and there may have to

be compromise between maximizing the use of space and the need for easy and

quick access to the stored goods. Palletized storage is:

a) Block stacking

1Saxena (2003) Warehouse Management and Inventory Control, McGraw-Hill

Education, Pvt Ltd., Noida, India.
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b) Adjustable pallet racking (APR)

c) Double pallet racking

d) Drive- in and drive- through racking

e) Powered mobile storage

f) High rack narrow aisle rack

g) High bay

Figure 2.3: Storage equipments

2.3.5 Storage system and equipment – small items storage

According to Gopalakrishman (1990) in addition to the factors noted under storage

principle, small items storage system should be modular to allow different storage

components to be grouped together, be sub divisible to allow for different sized stock

items, incorporate facilities for product and location identification, and minimize the

manual effort in lifting and handling. Types of small items storage are;

a) Shelving

b) Tote pans and bins

c) Cabinet and drawer units
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d) Dynamic systems

e) Mechanized systems

2.3.6 Other types of storage

According to Eastern (1987), other types of storage equipment are available designed

for materials not suitable for the equipments describe as

a) Long loads

b) Metal plate and sheet
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Equipment management

Choosing the most appropriate types of equipments for any particular application is

important for getting the most productive and cost effective working of the system

and time spent on equipment specification and selection is time well spent

Equipment selection

The selection of handling or storage equipment should be called out systematically

and possible approach would be:

i. Define what the equipment will have to achieve

ii. Specify possible equipment types

iii. Initial equipment evaluation against what is required – technical and cost

factors

iv. Obtain details design of possible equipment configurations

v. Obtain details assessment and evaluation

vi. Decide on the equipment needed

vii. Purchase the equipment and install it.
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2.3.7 Maintenance

According to Eastern (1987) the reasons for maintaining equipment is primarily to

keep it available for use at specified level of performance, during specified times,

and in a safe condition.

Maintenance activities Maintenance consists of a number of different activities some

planned and others unplanned,

i. Inspection

ii. Servicing

iii. Planned repairs

iv. Break down repairs

2.3.8 Expected skills of material handling personnel

The material handling officer in order to perform his/her work effectively and

efficiently he/she must have reasonable skills, which are expected by management of

the organization. Usually the material handling officer must be able to arranging

effectively the system to allow the process of loading and unloading and during the

process he/she must take into account the price, delivery time and quality of the
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products. Also he/she must be able to use computer when performing his/her work

and have knowledge on how to organize and control material handling activities.

Another expectation by the management which is very important is that the material

handling officer should have personal ethics, ability to recruit, direct and motivate

peers and subordinates and also be able to express him/her effectively in written

communication like report.

2.3.9 Material Handling

According to Saxena (2003),2 various types of material are stored in the warehouse.

Each material has its own characteristic. Some of the materials are affected by

environmental conditions, the method of storage, and the time of storage. For e.g.

rubber, material like conveyors, tires and vulcanizing are affected by temperature,

refractory material are affected by moister or humidity steel items rust in the

presence of moisture and air some material become deformed, if not stored proper

and cannot be used any more.

Materials handling refers to the process of moving, controlling, protecting as well as

storing materials such as goods, items, etc. for manufacture, disposal, and

distribution or even for consumption. This process is very crucial because all the

materials should be handled well in order to keep it safe, to reach its destination

safely and to maintain their quality and condition. In other words, good materials

handling is important. Good materials handling is important because it will help you:

i. Eliminate accidents. If good materials handling is applied, accidents can be

prevented and eliminated as this means proper and careful handling is

performed.

ii. Reduce stress and effort. Through good materials handling, stress and effort

can be minimized. If you are handling materials the right away and you are

eliminating all the factors that would make material handling a risky and

2 Dr. J. P. Saxena (2003) Warehouse Management and Inventory Control, McGraw-

Hill Education, Pvt Ltd., Noida, India.
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challenging such as a non-functional equipment, ineffective workers, etc.,

then materials handling would be a stress-free process.

iii. Minimize time spent on distribution, storage, etc. If you are applying good

materials handling, then you are definitely making storage, manufacture,

distribution, or consumption of materials and goods less time-consuming.

This is because good materials handling means applying solutions that can

help make this process quick and easy.

iv. Eliminate redundant work. If there is good material handling, there is no need

for you to utilize redundant workers that will only take time and cost extra

expenses. When you apply good materials handling, you are also saving

money since you are not jeopardizing the quality and condition of the

products as well as you are no longer spending a lot to pay extra workers just

to ensure that the materials or product are handled well.

v. There are two essential things needed to apply good materials handling.

These are:

vi. Expert material handlers. If you are manually handling materials and products

for distribution, storage, etc. this refers to utilizing workers who will serve as

material handlers. They are the ones who are going to store, distribute, etc. all

the goods to their proper destinations. To ensure good material handling, you

need effective material handlers who are really trained and excellent when it

comes to the task they are to perform. This will ensure you that they are

going to perform materials handling well for the safety of other workers and

the products.

vii. Efficient material handling storage systems. If you also want to apply

materials handling, efficient storage systems are also necessary. This refers to

storage systems that are really functional and automated and can really handle

materials well so your time, money and effort would be saved.

viii.

Materials handling is not a joke. This is especially true if the materials you

are moving or storing are larger materials. This process can be the cause of

many warehouse accidents and have earned most companies a lot of workers
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compensation lawsuits already. For this reason, if you want to save yourself

from these lawsuits and prevent tragedies inside the warehouse, make sure

that you are applying good materials handling process by hiring expert

workers and buying efficient storage systems.

This research examines the problem of determining the optimal fleet size for fixed-

path material handling systems on the bases of performance and reliability,

simultaneously. In this paper, a regression model is developed to study the

relationships among various material handling system design characteristics (fleet

size, guide path layout, vehicle speed and failure rates, guide path intersection failure

rates) and perform ability, measured as the average number of material moves

between failures. The regression model highlights the important relationships

between the selected factors and perform ability, and may be used to determine

perform ability-based optima for the controllable design characteristics.

Receive and inspect the materials

Receiving and inspection of goods is the activity in the purchasing procedures.

Inspection is done for two purposes, first to check the quantity of the commodities if

they comply with specification and secondly to comply the quantity as it has been

shown on the local purchasing order LPO.

When the suppliers deliver the materials, including in shipping container a packing

slip or delivery note, which is itemized and described the contents of the shipment.

The delivery note is used in conjunction with the copy of purchasing order to verify

that the correct materials have been received. Mahanga (1984) wrote. ``When the

receiving section has accepted satisfactory goods a Goods Receiving Note GRN is

prepared to notify the interested parties and provide a record of a fact. When

materials are rejected, because quality is unsatisfactory, therefore a rejection note is

sent to notify interested parties of the facts and to provide a record”
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Objectives and benefits of better handling

According to Rushton and Oxley (1991) the following are the objectives and better

handling system:

i. Reduced costs; cost reduction program have two broad goals either to reduce

the cost of material handling or to reduce total production costs by improved

handling procedures.

ii. Increased capacity; increased capacity is frequently used as a justification for

improving a handling a handling system, where a firm needs more space or

increased output. Material handling improvements can increase capacity in

the following ways,

a. Better space utilization

b. Improving the layout to reduce travel or excessive waste of space

c. Higher equipment utilization

d. Faster loading and discharger of common carriers.

 Improved working conditions.

a) Safety to men, materials and associated equipment. These may be

enhanced by a proper materials handling system.

b) Easier jobs. Where heavy objects must be handled, the rate of output

may significantly affected by the physical ability and condition of the

operator.

c) Lighter work. If the work is physically lighter it may be possible to

use operators of a different job classification which can mean lower

wage rates.

Limitations and negative aspects of material handling systems

According to Rushton and Oxley (1991) they wrote on limitation and negative

aspects of material handling system as follows:
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i. Additional capital investment; it must be verified that the cost of the handling

system is more attractively invested in the system under consideration than in

any other part of the business. It should be assured that the gains expected are

not based upon a more mechanized system versus present practice but rather

the proposed new system versus the best version of present practice.

ii. Loss of flexibility; if a proposed handling system is designed around a

material of a limited size, shape, volume or rate of production and geared to a

particular sequence of operations, one should be aware of the impact of

potential changes. Is the proposed system flexible enough to be economically

and quickly adapted to the likely range of changes in the product or

production technique? If not, changeover cost and time loss must be included

in the evaluation or it must be shown that the investment will be satisfactorily

recovered before the proposed handling system will require modification.

Many conveyor zed systems come to economic grief on this failure.

iii. Vulnerability to downtime; since a handling system is a composite of

mechanical and electrical machinery and controls it must be recognized that it

may break down at times. What happens then? How long will it take to get it

back into service and what will be done while repairs are being made? If this

is serious the handling system must be redesigned to provide for more

reliability for alternate handling techniques in event of break down or for in

process storage that can feed subsequent operations while the system is being

repaired. All of these can result in additional costs that must be charged

against the handling system.

2.4. Empirical Literature Review

A research done by Mwakibinga (1997) at the University of Dar es salaam under the

heading “The impact of storage and handling methods on inventory management in

organizations” obtained the following results from the discussion in this study

reveals that; poor storage methods applied by the government stores department is on

of the major causes of the losses in the organization. On the other hand the study
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showed that improper maintenance of the stores records as well as the utilization of

unqualified personnel in the organization are also contributing to the organization’s

lower performance. The study concludes by showing how great the impact of storage

and handling methods on inventory management is as was observed from the

performance of the government stores department.

A research done by Ayubu (2009) at the Institute of accountancy Arusha under the

heading “Assessment of the effective storage system to the profitability of an

organization” the researcher found that Mbeya Referrals Hospital is somehow

practicing effective storage system but at the same time weaknesses like shortage of

working force, poor infrastructures, unqualified personels poor working

environments, were identified as the major cause of inefficiency in the stores

functions. The researcher came out with the number of recommendations to Mbeya

Referral Hospital, these include training of the stores personnel’s, improvements of

the working environments, employments to be made not by looking only experiences

but also other things like knowledge of materials, materials managements skills etc,

and clear communication between stores and user departments.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter gives details on the way in which the study was done. It shows type of

the study which was descriptive research, the research area – BGML and the sample

taken as well as the method of sampling used and the reasons for the choice of each

method.

.

3.2 Research design

During the research, the researcher used case study method. This method helped the

researcher to collect relevant data relating to application of material handling at

BGML.

3.3 Research Techniques

The researcher used both qualitative and quantitative research technique. Qualitative

research technique involves an in depth understanding of the problem by using

qualitative data. Quantitative research technique is the systematic scientific

investigation of quantitative properties and phenomena and their relationships.

3.4 Area of Study

The study was conducted at BGML covering various departments including supply-

warehouse, mining, earthwork, process plant, safety department engineering and

maintenance and other departments. BGML is situated at Kahama- Shinyanga

Kakola area.

3.5. Validity and Reliability of Measurements

To ensure that data collected was valid and reliable, the researcher carried intensive

interviews with the carefully selected respondents. The questionnaires entailed the

exercise of phrasing the specific information required for each section of the

questionnaire and listing the specific information in a logical sequential order. The
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draft was pre-tested in a pilot survey and the responses to each questionnaire were

properly recorded. Many items were reviewed after the pilot survey, and the

questionnaires were revised as well to get the final questionnaires that were used for

survey. The respondents’ characteristic was also a factor for obtaining valid and

reliable measurements.

3.6 Target population

The target population for the study was 25 which included different staff members

from BGML such as warehouse staffs’, supply chain manager, warehouse

superintendent, warehouse foreman, warehouse supervisors, safety department staffs,

mining department and few employees of the organization who provided relevant

information relating to the study

3.7 Sampling techniques

The techniques that applied for data collection during the study to obtain true

representation of the population are as follows;

3.7.1 Random sampling

Under this technique, all members in the targeted population have equal chance of

being selected. The researcher selected a sample according to their appropriateness in

relation to the study. The techniques were very convenient to the researcher because

of a wider range of selecting a sample which is appropriate to the study.

3.7.2 Purposive/purposed Sampling

The non-probability sampling strategies are where the researcher selects participants

who are considered as being typical of the wider population. Thus based on this

technique the researcher determined whom to inquire. This was highly used so as to

ensure the selected sample is rational to the study.
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3.7.3 Convenience/accidental sampling

This involved the selection of respondents on the basis of their availability or

accessibility and willingness to respond. Under this techniques, the researcher

selected sample which was easy to access and available.

3.8 Sample Size

The sample size used during the study comprised of 25 staffs selected from 600 staff

that were available within the organization. The studied sample included; Supply

Chain Manager and safety Manager who was dealing with safety issues, 3 warehouse

senior staffs i.e.; Warehouse superintendent, warehouse Foreman and supervisor

who was planning day to day activities such as offloading, loading and other

operations which required effective material handling techniques and procedures.

3.8 Research Instruments

The researcher used both primary and secondary data collection methods.

3.8.1 Primary data

These were the first hand information obtained from their original sources by the

researcher. These sources included; observations, interviews and questionnaires.

3.8.2 Validity and Reliability of Data

To ensure that data collected was valid and reliable, the researcher carried intensive

interviews with the carefully selected respondents. The questionnaires entailed the

exercise of phrasing the specific information required for each section of the

questionnaire and listing the specific information in a logical sequential order (Poate

and Daplyn, 1993).

The draft was pre-tested in a pilot survey and the responses to each questionnaire

were properly recorded. Many items were reviewed after the pilot survey, and the

questionnaires were revised as well to get the final questionnaires that were used for

survey. The respondents’ characteristic was also a factor for obtaining valid and

reliable measurements. These respondents picked at random to avoid biasness
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Interview

Interviewing method was used to respondents basically consisting of unstructured

interviews; this enabled the researcher to get the inner feeling of the respondent

about the benefits of effective material handling. This was data-collection technique

that involved oral questioning of respondents individually answers to the questions

posed during an interview was recorded. This was done on the way stated by Kothari

(2004) that; an interview method required a person known as the interviewer asking

questions generally in a face to face contact to the people involved (interviewees).At

times the interviewees also asked certain questions and the interviewer responded.

This method also assisted the researcher to elaborate to the respondents’ area of

interest to the research questions so as to avoid invalid responses.

The researcher used this method to obtain data from various staff of BGML. The

targeted interviewees were those from different departments related to the study.

Structured interview questions were arranged with senior personnel of the BGML

management. This enabled the researcher to collect relevant data.

Observation

The researcher observed various operations vividly BGM staffs of different

departments who were performing their duties such as; purchasing, accounting and

store and others. Physical observation was conducted by the researcher to check if

there was effective application of material handling during loading, off-loading and

storages of goods received by the organization.

Questionnaire

Questionnaires were designed to collect Primary data and information required,

because of its objectivity, less cost, speed and they provided greater degree of control

over data gathering.

Kothari (2004) describes a questionnaire to be a number of questions printed or typed

in a defined order on a form or set of forms which was sent to respondents who are
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expected to read and understand the questions and write down the reply in the space

meant for the purpose in the questionnaire itself.

This method is widely used in marketing research because of its convenient to

respondents in giving agreement or disagreement with each series of statement that

related to phenomenon in question.

The researcher has drafted a set of written questions and those questions were sent

out to respective BGM staffs with a request to answer those questions accurately.

The researcher has used closed questions because they are simple to understand.

During the study questionnaires were sent to the respondents who are expected to

read and write down the reply on their own. The researcher will administer the

questionnaire physically in order to reduce chances of non-response rate. This style

provided an opportunity for the researcher to respond direct to question that arises in

the course of administration of the research. The researcher used questionnaires as

they were convenient to the studied case. Both closed and open handed questions

were used.

3.8.3 Secondary data

Secondary data are data that are readily available that have been prepared by other

people and can be either published or unpublished. The researcher in this study

obtained data from various documents of the company including accounting and

procurement manual, organization’s website, minutes, financial policies and journals.

Secondary data are of great importance in that they provided answers to some

research questions, and they were also fulfilling some research objectives. In

addition, secondary data are less expensive because they have already been prepared.

3.9 Data analysis and interpretation

Data obtained from the field was subjected to the analytical testing manually The

responses were tabulated to determine the frequencies and percentages of each

finding.
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The data gathered from the studied case were interpreted qualitatively and

quantitatively. In addition data were presented in forms of pie charts. The qualitative

data that obtained from the source was subjected to content analysis. On the other

hand, fact-findings from quantitative data will be quantified in percentages calculated

and, thereafter, tabulated for ease of interpretation and analysis.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents analysis and discussion on the study findings obtained from the

sample used and studied case using different tools, namely; questionnaires,

interviews, documentary reviews and observations. The prime purpose of data

analysis was to ultimately provide evidence in form of responses to the research

questions in respect to the stated objectives formulated to assist in analyzing the

overall objective of this study.  This study aimed to assess effectiveness of material

handling in mining industry: case study ABG –Bulyanhulu Gold Mine. This chapter

analyses and discusses the gathered information based on specific objectives.

4.2 General characteristics of the sample

The sampled population had 25 persons where all responded. The sample comprised

of staff of BGML for the purpose of making this report more objective.  For the

purpose of ensuring that the study was objective and data collected were valid and

reliable, questionnaires were given to the respective groups of respondents, and thus

25 responses were used as the base for this study.

i. To identify the principle used by BGML to ensure the effectiveness of

material handling.

ii. To identify the objective of effectiveness of material handling.

iii. To identify factors that make the organization fail to adopt the effectiveness

of material handling.
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Table 4.1 Percentage distribution of respondents’ sex

SEX

TotalMALE FEMALE

AGE 18 – 35 6 4 10

36 – 45 4 2 6

46 – 50 4 0 4

51 – 54 4 1 5

Total 18 7 25

Source: Field data 2013

From Table 4.1 above, the data indicates that 72 percent of all respondents were

male, while female respondents were 28 percent.

Table 4.2 Percentage distribution of years in job of respondents

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Valid 0 - 3 4 16.0 16.0 16.0

4 - 10 15 60.0 60.0 76.0

11 - 15 6 24.0 24.0 100.0

15+ 0 0 0 100.0

Total 25 100.0 100.0

Source: Field data 2013

From Table 4.2 above, the data indicates that 16 percentage of all respondents are in

employment for less than 3 years, 60 percentage of total respondents are in

employment from 4 to 10 years, 24 percent of total respondents have been in

employment from 11 to 15 years and zero percent of total respondents are in

employment for more than 15 years.
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Table 4.3 Percentage distribution of education levels of respondents

SEX

TotalMALE FEMALE

EDUCATIO

N

PRIMARY 3 1 4

SECONDARY 4 2 6

COLLEGE 6 4 10

BACHELORS 3 1 4

MASTERS 1 0 1

Total 17 8 25

Source: Field data 2013

The mine employees had education ranging between Primary education to Masters

Degree level, From Table 4.3 above, the data indicates that  12% (3) of males had

primary level of education, 16% (4) secondary level, 24 (6) college level, and 12%

(3) had Bachelor Degree and 4% (1) had masters degree. However, 4% (1) of

females had primary level of education, 8% (2) secondary, 16% (4) college level, and

4% (1) Bachelor Degree.

4.2.1. To Identify the Principle Used By BGML to Ensure the Effectiveness

oMaterial Handling

a) The findings revealed that, BGML does not have the constant principle on

doing its activities especially on issuing, or receiving goods. Whenever the

goods are finished or the time agreed with the supplier to distribute the goods

arrived, the goods are received and inspected immediately.

b) By the end of six month or at the end of financial year, it’s when the stores

officers do the stocktaking. Due that time of doing stock tacking goods

received are inspected and recorded according to the procedures available.

Other that that every now and then when the goods are received from the

supplier upon the agreement.
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That confirms that there is no constant principle on when or how to receive or issue

goods and when to do the maintenance of equipments. All that done as per required

or happens. As equipment do have problem to be solved it will be solved

immediately or goods need to be issued they will do that according to the PPA 2005

says, that is to call for tender board team and fall all the procedure needed for those

which need tender board team approval. And other will be issued as per organization

principles.

Table 4.4: Respondents Responses on To identify the principle used by BGML

to ensure the effectiveness of material handling

Number of Respondents
Responses

High Moderate Low

25 20 3 2

Source; research findings 2013

Figure 4.1: Respondents Responses on To identify the principle used by BGML

to ensure the effectiveness of material handling

Source; research findings 2013
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That confirms that there is no constant principle on when or how to receive or issue

goods and when to do the maintenance of equipments. All that done as per required
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From the data collected on the table1 above shows that; the respondents of ‘what is

the principle used to by BGML to ensure the effectiveness of material

handling?’’80% says high, 12% says moderate and 8%b says low.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

5.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a discussion on the study findings obtained from the sample

used and studied case using different tools, namely; questionnaires, interviews,

documentary reviews and observations. The prime purpose of data analysis was to

ultimately provide evidence in form of responses to the research questions in respect

to the stated objectives formulated to assist in analyzing the overall objective of this

study.  This study aimed to assess effectiveness of material handling in mining

industry: case study ABG –Bulyanhulu Gold Mine. This chapter analyses and

discusses the gathered information based on specific objectives.

5.2 To Identify the Objective of Effectiveness of Material Handling

The study revealed that the considered part being the most important for the

purchasing department, the major objective is to have everything needed by each

department at appropriate time as required. For stance from accounts department

since BGML deals with the gold mining and a lot of development to the society all

over the country, also Human Resource department, investment department or

Information Technology department and other departments.

Table 5.1 Respondent’s Responses on to identify the objective of effectiveness of

material handling

Responses

Number of Respondents The org is effectiveness on providing everything

needed by its staffs?

25 Yes No

22 3

Source; research findings 2013
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Figure 5.1: Respondent’s Responses on to identify the objective of effectiveness

of material handling

Source; research findings 2013

The respondents on ‘what is the objective of effectiveness of material handling?

‘From the table 2 above the responses shows that 88% says yes and 12% says no.

The evaluation from the answers of the respondents shows that the organization is

able and capable to provide requirement of its staffs so that to maintain the

effectiveness of material handling in organization over 50%.

5.3 To Identify Factors that Make the Organization Fail to Adopt the

Effectiveness of Material Handling

The study reveals that, as the organization policy wants; there must not be any

ineffectiveness of material handling but there some factors may make the

organization fails to adopt effectiveness of material handling, those are;

Failure of the suppliers

This one is supplier’s fault not to be able to deliver in time or sometimes not to be

able to deliver at all or delivery at different place against the agreement.

The organization might already close the deals on that matter and the supplier fails to

do its part of the deal.
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Fail to comply with the LPO

In LPO there is description of the required goods to be supplied, the supplier should

follow the description before supplying the goods. When the supplier goes opposite

as the description says, the consignment must be returned and the process must start

again which cause the policy of being effective falls apart.

No enough place to store

The process of ordering goods always takes time and the place is not enough to put a

large number of material or goods so it cause the organization to order goods as per

place available. For high-speed moving goods for instance photocopy paper or toner

or any kind of stationary it’s happen sometimes that they’re not available since the

place was not enough for large number of consignment. Therefore the ineffectiveness

happens.

Table 5.2: Respondent’s Responses on to identify factors that make the

organization fail to adopt the effectiveness of material handling

Number of Respondents
Responses

High Moderate Low

25 18 6 1

Source; research findings 2013
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Figure 5.2: Respondent’s Responses on to identify factors that make the

organization fail to adopt the effectiveness of material handling

Source; research findings 2013

From the responses on ‘what are the factors that make the organization fail to adopt

the effectiveness of material handling 72% says there is high rate, 24% says

moderate and 4% low rate.

That explains that there is high rate that support the above factors that cause

ineffectiveness of material handling in their organization.

5.4. Interpretation

In relation to the proposed methods of data collection, in this case the researcher was

able to collect relevant data by using research questionnaires from 25 respondents for

the whole study as population.

The following are the responses of the questionnaires

1. Which system is used by the organization in material handling?

i. Manual material handling

ii. Mechanical material handling (       )

Moderate, 6
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iii. Both (a) and (b).

iv. None

Table 5.3: Respondent’s Responses on ‘which system is used by the organization

in material handling?

Explanations Responses

A Manual material handling 2

B Mechanical material handling 3

C Both 20

D None 0

Total 25

Source; research findings 2013

Figure 5.3: Respondent’s Responses on ‘which system is used by the

organization in material handling?

Source; research findings 2013

Among the 25 respondents 2 says manual material handling is used by BGML, 3

says mechanical, 20 say both used methods used and no one says none of the

methods is used.

2. Which department is responsible for keeping accounting records of material

handling or services already procured?

1) Purchasing department.

20
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2) Store department. (       )

3) Accounting department/ Finance department.

Table 5.4 :  Respondent’s Responses on department responsible for keeping

accounts records

Explanations Responses

a Purchase department 5

b Store department 20

c Accounting department/ finance department 0

Total 25

Source; research findings 2013

Figure 5.4: Respondent’s Responses on department responsible for keeping

accounts records

Source; research findings 2013

From the respondent’s responses shows that none support that accounting department

keeps the records of procured goods, 5 says purchase department and 20 says stores

department.

3. Does the organization keep a list of previous approved effectiveness of

material handling?

YES        (      )              NO     (      )
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Table 5.5: Respondent’s Responses on availability of previous approved

effectiveness of material handling

Explanation Responses

A Yes 22

B No 3

Total 25

Source; research findings 2013

Figure 5.6: Respondent’s Responses on availability of previous approved

effectiveness of material handling

Source; research findings 2013

From the respondent’s responses shows that 22 respondents say YES and 3 says NO

to the question" Does the organization keep a list of previous approved effectiveness

of material handling?"

Inspection is done whenever the goods received are inspected by inspection team of

those particular items. for instance if the received item is computer consumables then

they inspection team will inspect before receiving so that to be sure if the goods

received is according to the description put by the user department. They do receive
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and record what is inspected, if the report is clean is stored and even if is not also

they do keep for future use.

Any record of receiving, issuing, purchasing or disposing is kept since there is file

for all departments and each activity done by the every department. Also records are

staring to kept in computerized form.

4. Which other department except purchase department do receive a copy of

purchase order and material handling receive note? Mention them

a) Other departments are:

b) Accounts department

c) Stores department

The answer above is from the respondents of the question on ‘which other

department except purchase department do receive a copy of purchase order and

material handling receive note? Mention them’.

The accounts department t does receive the copy of LPO since they are the one who

initiate the payments for the goods, in their LPO is checked and given number for

considered in writing cheque for that goods.

Store department does receive the LPO so that to prepare themselves for inspection

and where to put the goods arrived. By receiving LPO, the store department will be

able to know what they receive and how to handle them

5. Is there a follow up when material handling works or services is delayed?

YES   (     )          NO   (     )
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Table 5.6: Respondent’s Responses on follow up when material handling works

or services is delayed

Explanation Responses

a YES 20

b NO 5

Total 15

Source; research findings 2013

Figure 5.6: Respondent’s Responses on follow up when material handling works

or services is delayed

Source; research findings 2013

Responses on the question of" Is there a follow up when material handling works or

services is delayed?"

Out of 15 respondents 20 responses says YES and 5 says NO to the question of

follow up when material handling works or services is delayed.

From the answers of store officer, he assured that there is no delay. And if there is

any the department of stores and procurement do the follow up on what cause the

consignment to delay, many of the goods may delay due to the transport or lack of
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communication. But mostly is caused by the supplier’s negligence and, the

organization will be at fault though the one and only to be blamed is the supplier.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Introduction

This chapter gives the summary of the findings and methods applied by researcher

and discussion. It gives summary of research, policy implication, conclusion and

recommendation

In this chapter the researcher wishes to express the conclusion and recommendation

on the findings concerning what ways of material handling as applied of at BGML as

they have been presented.

6.2 General Summary

The study was on assessment of effectiveness of material handling in mining

industry, the case study of Barrick Gold Corporation-Bulyanhulu mine Limited.

The objectives of the study were:-

i. To study how the principle of material handling applied by Barrick-

Bulyanhulu Gold Mine.

ii. To find out or investigate factor hindering efficiency of materials

handling.

iii. To identify the weaknesses if any in the current system of material

handling and suggest the ways to improve the same.

6.3 Conclusion

This research has been conducted at Bulyanhulu Gold Mine Shinyanga at Kahama

region.

With the report shows that 80% agree on the effectiveness of material handling and

principal of material handling being applied in the organization and the company

incurred more income on providing the necessary requirements of the staffs so that

they meet with the policy of the organization to built the future of their members.
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Other 20% disagree on effectiveness of the material handling in organization and

argued that the organization fails to meet with their demands and cause them to be

unable to help the members.

Through this feature encourage staffs to work on fulfilling the organization’s policy

on helping their members to build their future. It is important that BGML should

improve efficiency on material handling, for instance by adding more stores.

6.4 Recommendations

The BGML has justified its existence basing on its strategies of effectiveness of

material handling.

However in order for the institution to reach the optimal and meet their expected

objectives, the following mechanisms can be applied to minimize or remove all the

shortcomings or ineffectiveness observed from the study:

a) The organization should have constant principle on each and every activity

available, such as on inspection of material or maintenance, issuing and other

activities. Also the organization should keep on following the PPA 2005 for guidance

on its activities.

b) BGML should consider the use of GPN in regions branches so as to ensure the

availability of other needs. Since the aim and policy of BGML is to make the life of

its members better for their promising future. The procurement of a lot of things is

done by headquarter and then distribute to the branches.

c) BGML has huge as it is now should have enough stores so as to meet every

need of its members and staffs, so as to have guaranteed effectiveness of material

handling. The other stores could be in other regions so as to be able to distribute to

the nearer regions.
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d) The organization should work hand on hand with the supplier to make sure the

goods are delivered at right time and as agreed upon the contract. That can be able by

reminding the supplier what to deliver and also the description.

e) When moving materials manually, workers should attach handles or holders to

loads. In addition, workers should always wear appropriate personal protective

equipment like gloves safety glasses and use proper lifting techniques.

f) Using mechanical equipment to move and store materials increases the

potential for employee injuries. Workers must be aware of both manual handling

safety concerns and safe equipment operating techniques. Employees should avoid

overloading equipment when moving materials mechanically by letting the weight,

size, and shape of the material being moved dictate the type of equipment used.

g) Stored materials must not create a hazard for employees. Employers should

make workers aware of such factors as the materials’ height and weight, how

accessible the stored materials are to the user, and the condition of the containers

where the materials are being stored when stacking and piling materials.

h) In addition to training and education, applying general safety principles such as

proper work practices, equipment, and controls can help reduce workplace accidents

involving the moving, handling, and storing of materials. Whether moving materials

manually or mechanically, your employees should know and understand the potential

hazards associated with the task at hand and how to control their workplaces to

minimize the danger. Because numerous injuries can result from improperly handling

and storing materials, workers should also be aware of accidents that may result from

the unsafe or improper handling of equipment as well as from improper work

practices. In addition, workers should be able to recognize the methods for

eliminating or at least minimizing the occurrence of such accidents. Employers and

employees should examine their workplaces to detect any unsafe or unhealthful

conditions, practices, or equipment and take corrective action.

i) Workers frequently cite the weight and bulkiness of objects that they lift as

major contributing factors to their injuries. For example, more workplace accidents
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resulted in back injuries. Bending, followed by twisting and turning, were the more

commonly cited movements that caused back injuries. Other hazards include falling

objects, improperly stacked materials, and various types of equipment. The company

should make  employees aware of potential injuries that can occur when manually

moving materials, including the following:

a) Strains and sprains from lifting loads improperly or from

b) Carrying loads that are either too large or too heavy,

c) Fractures and bruises caused by being struck by materials or by being caught

in pinch points, and

d) Cuts and bruises caused by falling materials that have been improperly stored

or by incorrectly cutting ties or other securing devices.

j) Stacking materials can be dangerous if workers do not follow safety guidelines.

Falling materials and collapsing loads can crush or pin workers, causing injuries or

death. To help prevent injuries when stacking materials, workers must do the

following:

a) Stack lumber no more than 16 feet high if it is handled manually, and no

more than 20 feet if using a forklift;

b) Remove all nails from used lumber before stacking;

c) Stack and level lumber on solidly supported bracing;

d) Ensure that stacks are stable and self-supporting;

e) Do not store pipes and bars in racks that face main aisles to avoid creating a

hazard to passersby when removing supplies;

f) Stack bags and bundles in interlocking rows to keep them secure; and

During materials stacking activities, workers must also do the following:

a) Store baled paper and rags inside a building no closer than

b) 18 inches to the walls, partitions, or sprinkler heads;
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c) Band boxed materials or secure them with cross-ties or shrink plastic fiber;

d) Stack drums, barrels, and kegs symmetrically;

e) Block the bottom tiers of drums, barrels, and kegs to keep them from rolling

if stored on their sides;

f) Place planks, sheets of plywood damage, or pallets between each tier of

drums, barrels, and kegs to make a firm, flat, stacking surface when stacking

on end;

g) Chock the bottom tier of drums, barrels, and kegs on each side to prevent

shifting in either direction when stacking two or more tiers high; and

h) Stack and block poles as well as structural steel, bar stock, and other

cylindrical materials to prevent spreading or tilting unless they are in racks.

In addition, workers should do the following:

i. Paint walls or posts with stripes to indicate maximum stacking heights for

quick reference;

ii. Observe height limitations when stacking materials;

iii. Consider the need for availability of the material; and

iv. Stack loose bricks no more than 7 feet in height. (When these stacks reach a

height of 4 feet, taper them back 2 inches for every foot of height above the

4-foot level. When masonry blocks are stacked higher than 6 feet, taper the

stacks back one-half block for each tier above the 6-foot level.)

Important Safety Measures

To reduce the number of accidents associated with workplace equipment, employers

must train employees in the proper use and limitations of the equipment they operate.

In addition to powered industrial trucks, this includes knowing how to safely and

effectively use equipment such as conveyors, cranes, and slings.
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When using conveyors, workers may get their hands caught in nip points where the

conveyor medium runs near the frame or over support members or rollers. Workers

also may be struck by material falling off the conveyor, or they may get caught in the

conveyor and drawn into the conveyor path as a result. To prevent or reduce the

severity of an injury, employers must take the following precautions to protect

workers:

i. Install an emergency button or pull cord designed to stop the conveyor at the

employee’s work station.

ii. Install emergency stop cables that extend the entire length of continuously

accessible conveyor belts so that the cables can be accessed from any location

along the conveyor.

iii. Design the emergency stop switch so that it must be reset before the

conveyor can be restarted.

iv. Ensure that appropriate personnel inspect the conveyor and clear the stoppage

before restarting a conveyor that has stopped due to an overload.

v. Prohibit employees from riding on a materials-handling conveyor.

vi. Provide guards where conveyors pass over work areas or aisles to keep

employees from being struck by falling material. (If the crossover is low

enough for workers to run into it, mark the guard with a warning sign or paint

it a bright color to protect employees.)

Employers must permit only thoroughly trained and competent workers to operate

cranes. Operators should know what they are lifting and what it weighs. For

example, the rated capacity of mobile cranes varies with the length of the boom and

the boom radius. When a crane has a telescoping boom, a load may be safe to lift at a

short boom length or a short boom radius, but may overload the crane when the

boom is extended and the radius increases. To reduce the severity of an injury,

employers must take the following precautions:
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a) Equip all cranes that have adjustable booms with boom

b) Angle indicators.

c) Provide cranes with telescoping booms with some means to determine boom

lengths unless the load rating is independent of the boom length.

d) Post load rating charts in the cab of cab-operated cranes. (All cranes do not

have uniform capacities for the same boom length and radius in all directions

around the chassis of the vehicle.)

e) Require workers to always check the crane’s load chart to ensure that the

crane will not be overloaded by operating conditions.

f) Instruct workers to plan lifts before starting them to ensure that they are safe.

g) Tell workers to take additional precautions and exercise extra care when

operating around power lines.

h) Teach workers that outriggers on mobile cranes must rest on firm ground, on

timbers, or be sufficiently cribbed to spread the weight of the crane and the

load over a large enough area. (Some mobile cranes cannot operate with

outriggers in the traveling position.)

i) Direct workers to always keep hoisting chains and ropes free of kinks or

twists and never wrapped around a load.

j) Train workers to attach loads to the load hook by slings, fixtures, and other

devices that have the capacity to support the load on the hook.

k) Instruct workers to pad sharp edges of loads to prevent cutting slings.

l) Teach workers to maintain proper sling angles so that slings are not loaded in

excess of their capacity.
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As an employer, you must designate a competent person to conduct inspections of

slings before and during use, especially when service conditions warrant. In addition,

you must ensure that workers observe the following precautions when working with

slings:

a) Remove immediately damaged or defective slings from service.

b) Do not shorten slings with knots or bolts or other makeshift devices.

c) Do not kink sling legs.

d) Do not load slings beyond their rated capacity.

e) Keep suspended loads clear of all obstructions.

f) Remain clear of loads about to be lifted and suspended.

g) Do not engage in shock loading.

h) Avoid sudden crane acceleration and deceleration when moving suspended

loads.

Workers who handle and store materials often use fork trucks, platform lift trucks,

motorized hand trucks, and other specialized industrial trucks powered by electrical

motors or internal combustion engines. Employers must make these workers aware

of the safety requirements pertaining the design, maintenance, and use of these trucks

When operating or maintaining powered industrial trucks, employer  and employees

must consider the following safety precautions:

a) Fit high-lift rider trucks with an overhead guard if permitted by operating

conditions.

b) Equip fork trucks with vertical load backrest extensions according to

manufacturers’ specifications if the load presents a hazard.

c) Locate battery-charging installations in designated areas.
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d) Provide facilities for flushing and neutralizing spilled electrolytes when

changing or recharging batteries to prevent fires, to protect the charging

apparatus from being

e) damaged by the trucks, and to adequately ventilate fumes in the charging area

from gassing batteries.

f) Povide conveyor, overhead hoist, or equivalent materials handling equipment

for handling batteries.

Basic Safety and Health Principles

Employers can reduce injuries resulting from handling and storing materials by using

some basic safety procedures such as adopting sound ergonomics practices, taking

general fire safety precautions, and keeping aisles and passageways clear

Ergonomics is defined as the study of work and is based on the principle that the job

should be adapted to fit the person rather than forcing the person to fit the job.

Ergonomics focuses on the work environment, such as its design and function, as

well as items such as the design and function of work stations, controls, displays,

safety devices, tools, and lighting to fit the employees’ physical requirements and to

ensure their health and well being.

Ergonomics includes restructuring or changing workplace conditions, to make the

job easier, and reducing stressors that cause musculoskeletal disorders. In the area of

materials handling and storing, ergonomic principles may require controls such as

reducing the size or weight of the objects lifted, installing a mechanical lifting aid, or

changing the height of a pallet or shelf.

Although no approach completely eliminates back injuries resulting from lifting

materials, you can prevent a substantial number of lifting injuries by implementing

an effective ergonomics program and by training your employees in appropriate

lifting techniques
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In adhering to fire safety precautions, instruct employees that flammable and

combustible materials must be stored according to their fire characteristics.

Flammable liquids, for example, must be separated from other material by a fire

Wall. Also, other combustibles must be stored in an area where smoking and using

an open flame or a spark-producing device is prohibited. Dissimilar materials that are

dangerous when they come into contact with each other must be stored apart.

When using aisles and passageways to move materials mechanically, workers must

allow sufficient clearance for aisles at loading docks, through doorways, wherever

turns must be made, and in other parts of the workplace. Providing sufficient

clearance for mechanically-moved materials will prevent workers from being pinned

between the equipment and fixtures in the workplace, such as walls, racks, posts, or

other machines. Sufficient clearance also will prevent the load from striking an

obstruction and falling on an employee. Employers must ensure that all passageways

that workers use remain clear of obstructions and tripping hazards. Workers should

not store materials in excess of supplies needed for immediate operations in aisles or

passageways, and employers must mark permanent aisles and passageways

appropriately.

To have an effective safety and health program covering materials handling and

storing, your managers must take an active role in its development. You must

convince first-line supervisors of the importance of controlling hazards associated

with materials handling and storing and hold them accountable for employee

training. An ongoing safety and health management system can motivate employees

to continue using necessary protective gear and observing proper job procedures.

Instituting such a Since numerous injuries can result from improperly handling and

storing materials, it is important to be aware of accidents that may occur from unsafe

or improperly handled equipment and improper work practices, and to recognize the

methods for eliminating, or at least minimizing, the occurrence of those accidents.

Consequently, employers and employees can and should examine their workplaces to

detect any unsafe or unhealthful conditions, practices, or equipment and take the

necessary steps to correct them.
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METHODS OF PREVENTION

General safety principles can help reduce workplace accidents. These include work

practices, ergonomic principles, and training and education. Whether moving

materials manually or mechanically, employees should be aware of the potential

hazards associated with the task at hand and know how to exercise control over their

workplaces to minimize the danger.

MOVING, HANDLING, AND STORING MATERIALS

When manually moving materials, employees should seek help when a load is so

bulky it cannot be properly grasped or lifted, when they cannot see around or over it,

or when a load cannot be safely handled.

When an employee is placing blocks under raised loads, the employee should ensure

that the load is not released until his or her hands are clearly removed from the load.

Blocking materials and timbers should be large and strong enough to support the load

safely. Materials with evidence of cracks, rounded corners, splintered pieces, or dry

rot should not be used for blocking.

Handles and holders should be attached to loads to reduce the chances of getting

fingers pinched or smashed. Workers also should use appropriate protective

equipment. For loads with sharp or rough edges, wear gloves or other hand and

forearm protection. To avoid injuries to the hands and eyes, use gloves and eye

protection. When the loads are heavy or bulky, the mover should also wear steel-toed

safety shoes or boots to prevent foot injuries if the worker slips or accidentally drops

aload.

When mechanically moving materials, avoid overloading the equipment by letting

the weight, size, and shape of the material being moved dictate the type of equipment

used for transporting it. All materials handling equipment has rated capacities that

determine the maximum weight the equipment can safely handle and the conditions

under which it can handle those weights. The equipment-rated capacities must be

displayed on each piece of equipment and must not be exceeded except for load
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testing. When picking up items with a powered industrial truck, the load must be

centered on the forks and as close to the mast as possible to minimize the potential

for the truck tipping or the load falls. A lift truck must never be overloaded because it

would be hard to control and could easily tip over. Extra weight must not be placed

on the rear of a counterbalanced forklift to offset an overload. The load must be at

the lowest position for traveling, and the truck manufacturer's operational

requirements must be followed. All stacked loads must be correctly piled and cross-

tiered, where possible. Precautions also should be taken when stacking and storing

material.

Stored materials must not create a hazard. Storage areas must be kept free from

accumulated materials that may cause tripping, fires, or explosions, or that may

contribute to the harboring of rats and other pests. When stacking and piling

materials, it is important to be aware of such factors as the materials' height and

weight, how accessible the stored materials are to the user, and the condition of the

containers where the materials are being stored.

All bound material should be stacked, placed on racks, blocked, interlocked, or

otherwise secured to prevent it from sliding, falling, or collapsing. A load greater

than that approved by a building official may not be placed on any floor of a building

or other structure. Where applicable, load limits approved by the building inspector

should be conspicuously posted in all storage areas.

When stacking materials, height limitations should be observed. For example, lumber

must be stacked no more than 16 feet high if it is handled manually; 20 feet is the

maximum stacking height if a forklift is used. For quick reference, walls or posts

may be painted with stripes to indicate maximum stacking heights.

Used lumber must have all nails removed before stacking. Lumber must be stacked

and leveled on solidly supported bracing. The stacks must be stable and self-

supporting. Stacks of loose bricks should not be more than 7 feet in height. When

these stacks reach a height of 4 feet, they should be tapered back 2 inches for every

foot of height above the 4-foot level. When masonry blocks are stacked higher than 6
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feet, the stacks should be tapered back one-half block for each tier above the 6-foot

level.

Bags and bundles must be stacked in interlocking rows to remain secure. Bagged

material must be stacked by stepping back the layers and cross-keying the bags at

least every ten layers. To remove bags from the stack, start from the top row first.

Baled paper and rags stored inside a building must not be closer than 18 inches to the

walls, partitions, or sprinkler heads. Boxed materials must be banded or held in place

using cross-ties or shrink plastic fiber.

Drums, barrels, and kegs must be stacked symmetrically. If stored on their sides, the

bottom tiers must be blocked to keep them from rolling. When stacked on end, put

planks, sheets of plywood dunnage, or pallets between each tier to make a firm, flat,

stacking surface. When stacking materials two or more tiers high, the bottom tier

must be chocked on each side to prevent shifting in either direction.

When stacking, consider the need for availability of the material. Material that

cannot be stacked due to size, shape, or fragility can be safety stored on shelves or in

bins. Structural steel, bar stock, poles, and other cylindrical materials, unless in

racks, must be stacked and blocked to prevent spreading or tilting. Pipes and bars

should not be stored in racks that face main aisles; this could create a hazard to

passers-by when supplies are being removed. program, along with providing the

correct materials handling equipment, can enhance worker safety and health in the

area of materials handling and storing.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1:

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

Dear respondent, I am Joseph Stephen, a student pursuing a Master of Sciences

(Procurement and Supply Chain Management) at Mzumbe University. I am

conducting a research titled, Assessment of Effective Material Hangling in Mining

Industry Case Study Bulyanhulu Gold Mine for the purpose of fulfilling the

academic requirement and contributing to the development of our nation. I’m hereby

requesting your cooperation in answering the questions listed on this questionnaire.

All information given in this questionnaire shall remain confidential, so please fill it

freely and truthfully without hesitation. Thank you for your cooperation.

PART A

Name:....................................... (Optional)

Sex: a) Male  (    ) b) Female   (    )

Education level: a) Primary                      d) University (Bachelors)

b) Secondary                    e) University (Masters)

c) College                      f ) University (PhD)        (   )

Age of respondent...........( indicate by putting a tick)

18 - 35 36 - 45 46 - 50 51 - 54 55 - 60

Work experience           (years) (indicate by putting a tick)

0 - 3 4 - 10 11 - 15 15+
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PART B

6. Which system is used by the organization in material handling?

a) (a) Manual material handling

b) (b) Mechanical material handling                  (       )

c) (c) Both (a) and (b).

d) (d) None

7. Which department is responsible for keeping accounting records of material

handling or services already procured?

e) (a) Purchasing department.

f) (b) Store department.                                                     (       )

g) (c) Accounting department/ Finance department.

8. Does the organization keep a list of previous approved effectiveness of

material handling?

YES        (      )              NO     (      )

9. Which other department except supply chain department do receive a copy of

purchase order and material handling receive note? Mention them

……………………………………….

……………………………………….

10. Is there a follow up when material handling works or services is delayed

YES   (     )          NO   (     )

6. What should your employees know before moving, handling, and storing

materials?

Thank you for your cooperation.


